CONGRATULATIONS!

ELEMENTARY
Allison
Andrews
Baldwin
Barrington
Barton Hills
Becker
Blanton
Blazier
Brentwood
Brooke
Casey
Cook
Cowan
Dawson
Galindo
Govalle
Graham
Guerrero-Thompson
Highland Park
Jordan
Joslin
Kiker
Lee
Maplewood
Menchaca
Metz
Mills
Oak Springs
Odom
Overton
Palm
Pease
Pecan Springs
Perez
Pickle
Pleasant Hill
Reilly
Ridgetop
Rodriguez
St. Elmo
Sunset Valley
T.A. Brown
Uphaus
Walnut Creek
Widen
Williams
Zavala

SECONDARY
Anderson High
Ann Richards
Austin High
Bailey MS
Bedichek MS
Bowie High
Burnet MS
Covington MS
Crockett High
Gorzycki MS
GPA Navarro High
International High
Lively MS
Martin MS
McCallum High
Murchison MS
O. Henry MS
Sadler Means YWLA
Small MS
Travis High
Webb MS

SPECIAL CAMPUSES
ALC
Clifton CDS
Rosedale
Satellite Campuses

Each of these schools have a SEL plan that reflects a growth mindset and highlights best practices, while promoting on-going action research driven by their campus’ data.